Using light for interactions in a car
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Abstract
Driving can be a demanding task. Various assistant
systems have been proposed to help drivers. However, if
many systems are trying to get the driver’s attention at
the same time, he or she may become overloaded. To
solve this issue, it has been proposed to address different
sensory channels of the driver to reduce the risk of
information overload.
We think that (peripheral) light can address such an
alternative sensory channel. Therefore, we would like to
show our first insights and discuss possible benefits and
drawbacks of peripheral light displays in a vehicle.
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Motivation and Related Work
Submitted as position paper to NordiCHI’14 Workshop – Beyond the Switch:
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A driver’s attention can decrease because of too much
information in the car or in the environment that compete
with each other for the driver’s attention. On the other
hand, drivers’ attention can also decrease because of their
state. For example, they can become fatigued, if they

have been driving in a monotonous setting for a while.
Obviously, this inattention can lead to accidents. We
want find a way that keeps drivers informed without
distracting them and get a driver’s attention if needed.
As we already discussed in [2], most of the current
displays warn or inform drivers in a distracting way.
However, based on the research of Matthews et al., we
argue that ambient displays, including ambient light
displays, can be designed to get the driver’s attention if
needed and unobtrusively convey information [3]. In
addition to this, peripheral light is an interesting modality,
since it addresses peripheral vision, which most current
in-vehicle displays do not. Hence, a light display can be
an alternative modality and enable designers to convey
information via appropriate modalities to reduce cognitive
load as discussed in [6].
However, while light displays seem to be a promising field
for research, only few works exist regarding in-vehicle light
displays. Rösler et al. created a night vision enhancement
system and compared an implementation using LEDs to
heads-up-displays [5]. They found the LED-based
implementation to be more efficient and intuitive. Laquai
et al. introduced an in-vehicle light display to maintain a
safe speed and found that using their display led to earlier
and more constant decelerations [1]. Recently, a 360 ◦
light display has been introduced by Pfromm et al. [4]. It
shows the position and distance of other traffic objects
and is able to direct the driver’s attention to critical ones.
Complementing these works, we want to focus on ambient
displays that are also using light, but convey information
unobtrusively and adapt to the driver’s needs.

Research Questions
We identified several research questions for our light
display:
1. What are the requirements for an in-vehicle light
display in general?
2. In which scenarios can a light display help a driver?
3. Which Lumicons (i.e. light-patterns) can be used to
display the information needed for each scenario?
4. How to design unobtrusive Lumicons that can get
the driver’s attention?
5. What are the benefits and drawbacks of light as a
modality for in-vehicle displays?

Progress so far
We want to create an in-vehicle light display that gives
spatial and temporal cues in the periphery of a driver’s
attention. Using a peripheral display enables us to design
Lumicons that do not disturb drivers but can draw their
attention if needed. Following a human-centred design
process, we will create the light display iteratively. Along
the process, several user studies have been and will be
conducted.
In a first step, we identified different locations by
conducting a brainstorming and running an online-survey
with 58 participants on characteristics of nine different
locations as described in [2]. Those nine locations are
shown in Figure 1.

Figure 3: Some different ways to scatter the light. Left:
semi-transparent acrylic, center: perforated kraftplex, right:
sandwich paper

Figure 1: Overview of the different locations we studied [2].

We could get first insights for our first research question.
For example, that general information should be displayed
at the dashboard (position D), while the participants also
liked the position below the windscreen (H), but were
afraid of blinding other drivers. Some participants found
the position below the windscreen to be especially well
suited for spatial information, such as cues for navigation.

Figure 2: Our first scenario:
overtaking a slower car, while
uncertain about the gap-size to a
faster car.

The resulting prototype of our light display has been
integrated into a driving simulator and can be seen in
Figure 4. We decided to combine the benefits of the
locations Dashboard (D) and Below Windscreen (H) and
therefore have the display in front of the dashboard, but
across the whole front and left side for spatial
information. Lights will be added to the right side as well,
as soon as we want to display information there.

While developing the prototype, we needed to investigate
how to scatter the light, since we try to avoid blinding
drivers and have a more ambient display. Some of our
approaches are shown in Figure 3. We tried different
transparent materials as well as different strategies to
perforate non-transparent materials. For the first iteration
of our light display, we decided for sandwich paper, which
evenly spreads the light and is very cheap. In a later
iteration, we may switch to acrylic, which is more stable.
Figure 4: Our simulator with light display.

To test our light display, we defined a scenario. As shown
in Figure 2, we are looking into situations, where a driver
wants to overtake another car, but may be uncertain
about the gap size to the following car. Our light display
can convey information about the following car, to
enhance the driver’s situation awareness and reduce the
risk of misinterpretation. In contrast to a blind-spot
warning system, we do not aim to warn a driver of the
other car, but to display information about it that helps
the driver to decide.
We did a brainstorming with drivers to explore possible
designs for the given scenario. Afterwards, we
implemented the most promising designs in addition to
our own ideas, inspired from related work. In a second
session, the participants could experience the designs in
the driving simulator. Afterwards, we discussed the
proposed designs in a focus group and selected two
designs for evaluation. Details of this process, as well as
results of the evaluation will be presented in another work.

Conclusion
We identified several research questions for a light display
in the vehicle. Further, we gave insights to our first steps
towards answering these questions.
In the future, we want to explore the full range of an
in-vehicle light display. Possible encodings will not be
restricted to on- and off -patterns, but use the many
dimensions of coloured light and a spatial and temporal
display. Looking into peripheral light displays as a way to
convey information continuously and unobtrusively, while
still being able to shift the drivers’ attention if necessary,
may enable designers to create new assistant systems that
benefit from this kind of display. In addition, the
advantages and disadvantages of light compared to other

modalities, how to adapt to the driver’s state and lessons
learned from using a light display in selected scenarios will
be interesting while designing new assistant systems.
During the workshop, we would like to discuss our work,
but also stimulate debate on the topic of in-vehicle light
displays.
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